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William
Mullenmeister

William Mullenmeister found out that he
was one of the top ten seniors in March.
It made him feel very proud and accomplished. Becoming top 10 wasn’t his main
goal, he was more focused on his assignments that he had to complete throughout
his four years in school.
“But I always thought that being top 10
would be a cool idea,” said Mullenmeister.
He always was motivated to do good in
school, but teachers, parents, and peers
helped keep him focused.
“Never let one disappointing assignment or
test get in your way,” said Mullenmeister.
“Hard work will pay off at the end.)

Elizabet Cave

Being in the top ten was deﬁnitely a goal
for Cave. She is proud that her hard work
in education has paid off. As number two,
she is this year’s Salutatorian.
While she didn’t always care about rankings, she always tried her best in school
to expand her ﬁeld of knowledge. Cave is
planning to go into medical school.
“Working hard in high school is a great way
to create good habits,” said Cave.
Her tip is to stay organized and get a planner to keep track of assignments. Also,
“don’t be afraid to take rigorous courses
because the teachers at Cactus Shadows
are very supportive,” said Cave.
Lastly, “have a good mindset and actually
enjoy what you are being taught,” she said.

Colin McConnon

McConnon knew that he was already one
of the top 10 seniors this year. “I’m just
happy that, without graduation, I have this
to end my high school years,” he said.
“In the beginning, being top 10 wasn’t a
goal,” said McConnon. “But towards junior
year I began trying to get top 10.”
McConnon was mainly motivated by getting into a good college so that he could
keep his options open. He recommends
taking the right classes that ﬁt you and not
classes that you think you have to take.

Taylor Rotenberg

Taylor Rotenberg was very excited when
she found out that she was one of the
top ten seniors. Since Rotenberg is very
competitive and strives to push herself,
becoming top 10 was one of her goals.
Two people that motivated her were her
parents.
“My Mom and Dad want me to do well in
school and go to a top tier university,” said
Rotenberg.
Rotenberg doesn’t think everyone has to
take AP or honor classes to get in the top
ten.
“Take classes that you will do well in,” said
Rotenberg. “Even if you get bad grades on
tests or assignments, use that as an opportunity to learn from.”

Ryan Hildebrand

Even though Ryan never focused on being
a top 10 senior, when he found out it made
him very proud of himself.
“Being top 10 was never really a goal for me,
but I’ve tried to do well in all of my classes
and I like to challenge myself by taking AP
classes on top of that.”
Being motivated by his parents, he was also
motivated by trying to get into good colleges and receive scholarships.
“Always try to challenge yourself academically in any way you can, and it will all pay
off by senior year,” said Hildebrand.

Oliva Cordes

When Oliva Cordes found out that she was
one of the top seniors by her counselor, she
was very thankful for all the hard work she
put in the past few years. It wasn’t her main
priority throughout highschool but once
senior year came around she realized that
she wanted to be a part of this list and continue to work hard.
Cordes was motivated by herself. “I wanted
to learn as much as I could in high school so
that in college it would help it be easier,” she
said. A
major tip that she would give to any students
that want to get the top ten is that they keep
a positive mindset and work hard in school.

